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Abstract
In this paper we present approximation results for the class constrained bin packing problem that has applications to Video-on-
Demand Systems. In this problem we are given bins of size B with C compartments, and n items of Q different classes, each item
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} with class ci and size si . The problem is to pack the items into bins, where each bin contains at most C different
classes and has total items size at most B. We present several approximation algorithms for offline and online versions of the
problem.
c© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study a class constrained version of the well known bin packing problem, which we denote
by CCBP (Class Constrained Bin Packing). In this problem we are given a tuple I = (L , s, c,C, Q, B) where
L = (a1, . . . , an) is a list of items, each item ai ∈ L with size 0 < sai ≤ B and class cai ∈ {1, . . . , Q}, and a
set of bins, each one with size B and C compartments. We also refer to B as the load capacity of the bin and C as its
storage capacity. This notation will be made clear in Section 2, when we relate this problem with a video-on-demand
problem. A packing P of L is a partition of the items, where each part has total items size at most B and the number
of different classes in each part is at most C . The problem is to find a packing of L into the minimum number of
bins. In the online version of the CCBP problem the items must be packed in the order (a1, . . . , an), where each item
ai must be packed without knowledge of further items. We assume that 1 < C < Q, otherwise the CCBP problem
can be solved as the original bin packing, since if C = 1 then items of different classes must be packed in different
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bins and if C ≥ Q then the class constraints are irrelevant. We also consider the version of this problem with bins
of different sizes. In this case we have T different bin sizes. The input instance is a tuple I = (L , s, c, w,C, Q, B)
where w : {1, . . . , T } → R+ gives the bins size. We assume w.l.o.g that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , T }, w(i) ≤ B. In this
case, the problem is to pack all items into bins such that the total size of used bins is minimized. This problem is
denoted by VCCBP (Variable Class Constrained Bin Packing). Packing problems with class constraints have many
applications in multimedia storage systems, resource allocation [23,19,8,13,22,9,21,7] and in operations research like
manufacturing systems [12,17,5,27,26].
1.1. Notation
In the online case, the bins used to pack the items are classified as open or closed. An empty bin is declared open
when it receives its first item, and remains so until it is declared closed. Only open bins may receive items. Once a
bin is closed, it cannot be declared open again. We consider the bounded and unbounded space versions of the online
CCBP problem. In the l-bounded space problem, an algorithm must keep at any time during its execution at most l
open bins. In the unbounded version, an algorithm may keep an unbounded number of open bins.
Given an algorithm A for the CCBP problem and an instance I , we denote by A(I ) the number of bins used by
the algorithm to pack this instance. We denote by OPT(I ) the number of bins used by an optimum (offline) solution
to pack the instance I . The algorithm A has an absolute approximation factor α, for α ≥ 1, if for every I it satisfies
A(I ) ≤ αOPT(I ). It has an asymptotic approximation factor α if for every I , the algorithm produces a solution such
that A(I ) ≤ αOPT(I ) + β where β is a constant. Given an algorithm Aε, for some ε > 0, and an instance I for
some problem P we denote by Aε(I ) the value of the solution returned by algorithm Aε when executed on instance
I . We say that Aε, for ε > 0, is an asymptotic polynomial time approximation scheme (APTAS) for the problem
CCBP if there exists a constant β such that Aε(I ) ≤ (1 + ε)OPT(I ) + β for any instance I . An online algorithm
A for a minimization problem is said to have a competitive ratio α, for α ≥ 1, if there exists a constant β such that
A(I ) ≤ αOPT(I )+ β for any instance I .
Let I be an instance of the CCBP problem and L be the list of items in I . We write that a ∈ I with the same meaning
of a ∈ L , and we denote s(I ) = s(L) =∑ai∈L sai . Given an integer M , we denote by [M] the set {1, . . . ,M}.
Given two sequences La = (a1, . . . , an) and Lb = (b1, . . . , bm), we denote the concatenation of these two lists by
La‖Lb, i.e., La‖Lb = (a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm). Given a packing P we denote by |P| the number of bins in P .
In the Appendix we provide a table containing the most used symbols to help the reader follow the reading of this
article.
Throughout this paper, we use the terms color and class with the same meaning. We say that a bin is colored if it
contains items of C different classes. In this case, this bin cannot pack any other item of a different class. A bin is said
to be full if the total size of the items packed inside it is equal to B.
1.2. Related work
A special case of the CCBP problem is the Bin Packing problem, which is one of the most studied problems in the
literature. Some of the most famous algorithms for the bin packing problem are the algorithms FF, BF, FFD and BFD,
with asymptotic performance bounds 17/10, 17/10, 11/9 and 11/9, respectively. We refer the reader to Coffman
et al. [2] for a survey on approximation algorithms for bin packing problems. Fernandez de la Vega and Lueker [6]
presented an APTAS for the bin packing problem. The online bin packing is also a well studied problem. There
are many online algorithms presented in the literature for the bin-packing problem. The algorithms FF, NF, and BF
are online and were investigated by Ullman [24], Johnson [10] and Johnson et al. [11]. Subsequent papers proposed
algorithms, with better approximation ratios, that pack items according to interval sizes. Yao [28], and Lee and Lee
[15] presented the Harmonic and Refined Harmonic algorithms with competitive ratio 1.692 and 1.636 respectively.
To our knowledge the best online algorithm, with a competitive ratio of 1.58889, was presented by Seiden [18]. The
best lower bound for this problem is 1.54014 due to van Vliet [25]. Recently the class-constrained versions of packing
problems have received attention. In [5,4], Dawande et al. claimed an approximation scheme for the offline VCCBP
problem when the number of different classes Q in the input instance is bounded by a constant. In [20], Shachnai and
Tamir presented a dual polynomial time approximation scheme for the offline class constrained bin packing problem
(CCBP). They also used the assumption that the number of different classes in the input instance is bounded by a
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constant. In this case, given an instance I , the problem is to find a packing of the items in at most OPT(I ) bins, each
bin with size at most (1+ O(ε))B. In [19], Shachnai and Tamir presented theoretical results for a Multiple Knapsack
problem with class constraints where all items have unit size. They introduced this problem with applications to video-
on-demand servers. Subsequent to this work, Golubchik et al. [8] presented an approximation scheme to the problem.
Later, Kashyap and Khuller [13] also presented approximation algorithms to the problem with variable item sizes.
Shachnai and Tamir in [23] presented algorithms for the online CCBP problem when all items have unit size. In this
case they provided a lower bound of 2 to the problem and also algorithms that have a competitive ratio of 2.
1.3. Results
In this paper we present practical approximation algorithms for the CCBP problem with applications to video-
on-demand problems. We also present algorithms for the online CCBP problem generalizing the work presented by
Shachnai and Tamir [23], since we assume that items can have different sizes. Finally we present an APTAS for the
VCCBP problem for fixed Q.
We note that the VCCBP problem was first studied by Dawande et al. [5,4] where a tentative of an APTAS was
considered when Q is bounded by a constant. We observed that their algorithm does not lead to an APTAS as claimed.
First of all, they do a linear rounding step of the list of items L and then obtain an optimal packing for the new list.
Doing this they do not guarantee a packing for the original items because of the class constraints. To pack the small
items they use a First Fit strategy, and claim that each bin, perhaps a constant number of bins, is filled by at least
(1− O(ε)), but this is also not true due to the class constraints. In our algorithm the linear rounding step is done with
items separated by colors. It then generates all possible packings for the rounded items. To pack the small items we
use another strategy.
Specifically our results are the following:
• For the offline CCBP problem when all items have unit size, we present an asymptotic (1 + 1/C)-approximation
algorithm. When items have size at most B/m, for some integer m, we show an algorithm with asymptotic
approximation factor (1+ 1/C + 1/min{C,m}).
• We implemented these practical algorithms and present some experimental results for them. The experiments show
that the algorithms generate solutions of high quality and can be used in practice.
• We show that the bounded space online CCBP problem does not admit a constant competitive ratio algorithm.
Moreover if any item of the instance has size in (, B], where ε < min(B, 1/C), we show that any online algorithm
has competitive ratio in Ω(1/(Cε)).
• For the unbounded space online CCBP problem we present an online algorithm with competitive ratio in
[2.666, 2.75].
• We show the points where the algorithm presented in [5,4] fails and present an APTAS for the offline VCCBP
problem for fixed Q.
Organization: In Section 2 we present the application of the CCBP problem to the data placement of videos. In
Section 3, motivated by the video-on-demand systems applications, we present practical approximation algorithms for
the CCBP problem assuming that all items have unit size. In Section 4, we present lower bounds for the competitive
ratio of any algorithm for the bounded space online CCBP problem. In this section, we also present an online algorithm
with a competitive ratio in [2.666, 2.75] for the unbounded problem. In Section 5 we present an APTAS for the
VCCBP problem when Q is bounded by a constant. In Section 6 we show experimental results of the practical
algorithms presented in Section 3.
2. Applications of the CCBP problem to the data placement on video-on-demand servers
The first work to consider packing problems with class constraints as a data placement problem was the one of
Shachnai and Tamir [19]. They considered the multiple knapsack version of the CCBP problem. In this case N bins are
given, and the objective is to pack the maximum number of items satisfying the class constraints in each bin. Suppose
we have a server of videos with N disks, each disk j ∈ {1, . . . , N } with storage capacity C j and load capacity B j .
That is, each disk j can store C j movies and can attend at most B j simultaneously requests for videos. The problem is
to construct a server such that, based on expected requests for movies (computed by movies popularity), the number of
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Fig. 1. An optimal solution for the given video server.
attended requests is maximized. This problem was shown to be N P-hard by Shachnai and Tamir [19], and Golubchik
et al. [8] show that even if all disks are equal, i.e., have the same load and storage capacities, the problem remains
N P-hard.
The total load capacity of the server is BT = ∑Nj=1 B j . The movies considered to be stored in the server are
F1, F2, . . . , F f . Given popularity parameters we compute the number ri of expected requests for each movie i at any
time, such that
∑
ri = BT . Consider for example that we have a server with two hard disks (Disk 1 and Disk 2) each
one with C = 2 and B = 6. There are three movies F1, F2 and F3 with expected requests r1 = 8, r2 = 2 and r3 = 2.
One optimal solution is given in Fig. 1. One copy of movie F1 is stored in disk 1 and disk 2, a copy of movie F3 is
stored in disk 1, and a copy of movie F2 is stored in disk 2. Notice that in this case all load capacity of the disks are
used. We call a placement perfect when all load capacity is used, i.e., all requests are satisfied.
We can also consider the following problem: given a set of requests for a set of movies, construct a server using the
minimum number of disks such that all requests are satisfied. This problem is N P-hard since, given an instance for
the data placement with N disks, a perfect placement exists, if and only if we can find a packing for all requests using
at most N disks. When all disks are equal, we can see this data placement problem as a special case of the CCBP
problem. In this case we have an instance I = (L , s, c,C, Q, B), where each item i ∈ L is a request of class ci ∈ Q
(the movie type). All items have the same size and C is the storage capacity of the disks, i.e., the number of different
movies that the disk can store. In this case B is the maximum number of simultaneous requests that a disk can attend,
i.e., the load capacity. That is, we want to construct a video server storing the videos and distributing all the requests
minimizing the number of used disks.
3. Practical approximation algorithms
In this section we consider the problem where all items have unit size. As we saw, this problem is N P-hard and
has applications in the data placement problem for video-on-demand. In this case, we can assume that items are given
as a list of sets U1, . . . ,UQ , where each set Ui has ni items of unit size with class i . Each bin packs at most B items
of at most C different sets. The problem is to pack all sets of items in the minimum number of bins.
We adapt here an algorithm known as Moving-Window (MW) first presented by Shachnai and Tamir [19] and also
used later by Golubchik et al. [8] and Kashyap and Khuller [13]. In these previous works the algorithm was considered
for the knapsack version of the problem, where one wishes to pack the maximum number of items in a given number
of bins.
Moving-Window (MW): The algorithm keeps a vector R = (R[1], R[2], . . . , R[Q]) representing non-packed
items in such a way that R[i] is the number of remaining items to be packed of some set U j . The vector is maintained
in non-decreasing order of the values R[i] during all the execution of the algorithm. If at any given moment, it packs
part of the items represented by R[i], then the vector must be reordered.
In any iteration of the algorithm, it tries to pack C different sets creating a new bin. For that, the algorithm keeps
a window of C sets. At first, the window goes from R[1] to R[C]. If ∑Ci=1 R[i] ≥ B then the algorithm packs the
corresponding sets of R[1], R[2], . . . , R[ j], where j ≤ C is the first index such that∑ ji=1 R[i] ≥ B. Notice that R[ j]
may be partially packed. The totally packed sets are removed from the vector. If
∑C
i=1 R[i] < B then the algorithm
moves the window to the right, until the first time that the window includes C sets such that their total size is greater
than or equal to B. If this is the case, the C sets are packed and the vector R is reordered (if the last considered set
was partially packed). Then the algorithm restarts. If in some iteration, the window reaches the end of the vector R,
i.e., the C largest sets have total size smaller than B, then the algorithm generates bins by packing entirely C sets in
each bin, with an exception perhaps in the last bin that can pack less than C sets.
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Let B1, . . . , BN be the bins created by the algorithm MW in the order they were created. Let NF be the number of
full bins and NC be the number of bins that are not full which we call colored. Let N = NF + NC . Notice that bins
B1, . . . , BNF , are the full bins since when the algorithm creates the first non-full bin, when the window reaches the
end of R and the C largest sets have total size smaller than B, then all other generated bins becomes non-full having
C different sets each except perhaps the last.
The following two lemmas for the CCBP problem are a direct extension of the work of Golubchik et al. [8] done
for the knapsack version of the problem.
Lemma 3.1. If any of the first NF bins produced by the algorithmMW packs less than C different sets (classes), then
the algorithm produces an optimal solution.
Proof. Let Bi be the first bin, among the first NF bins, that packs less than C different sets. In this case, the
window must start from R[1] and goes until R[ j ′] for some j ′ ≤ C − 1. The vector R is ordered such that
R[ j ′] ≤ R[ j ′ + 1] ≤ · · · ≤ R[Q]. Therefore, any C − 1 remaining sets have total size greater than B. That is,
even if the set R[ j ′] was partially packed, all other created bins must be full (except perhaps the last), because the
remaining items of a partially packed set with C − 1 sets have total size greater than B. 
This way, we assume that for each one of the NF first bins, the algorithm packs in each iteration, exactly C different
sets and that at most one of these sets is partially packed. Clearly, for the remaining NC bins, all of them packs totally
C different sets except perhaps the last bin.
Let OPT(I ) be the number of bins used by an optimal solution to pack instance I . We assume that NF ≤
OPT(I )− 1, otherwise the algorithm generated an optimal solution. We have the following result.
Lemma 3.2. After theMW algorithm has created the first OPT(I ) bins, there exists at most NF sets to be packed.
Proof. Notice that the number of different sets must satisfy Q ≤ OPT(I )C . Since each one of the full bins packs C
different sets, where one of these may be partially packed, then the algorithm partially packs at most NF sets. These
partially packed sets can be seen as new sets that are considered by the algorithm during its execution. That is, we can
assume that the algorithm packs at most Q + NF different sets. Also remember that each one of the NC colored bins
packs entirely C different sets. Since each one of the first OPT(I ) bins packs C different sets and Q ≤ OPT(I )C we
conclude that it remains at most NF sets that are packed in extra colored bins. 
With this result we can give the approximation factor of the MW algorithm.
Theorem 3.3. The MW algorithm has an asymptotic approximation factor of (1 + 1C ) for the CCBP problem when
all items have unit size.
Proof. Let I be an instance for the CCBP problem where all items have unit size. From Lemma 3.2, after the algorithm
generates the first OPT(I ) bins, it remains at most NF sets to be packed. Since each one of the generated bins packing
these sets is colored, each bin entirely packs C different sets and then the number of extra bins created can be bounded
by ⌈
NF
C
⌉
≤ OPT(I )− 1
C
+ 1 = OPT(I )
C
− 1/C + 1.
We can bound the number of generated bins by OPT(I )+ OPT(I )/C + 1. 
Proposition 3.4. The bound of Theorem 3.3 is tight.
Proof. Consider an input instance I having N (C−2) big sets with 2p+2 items each, and 2N small sets with p items
each. The bin load capacity is B = (C − 2)(2p + 2) + 2p + 2 items. Notice that (C − 2) big sets with two small
sets does not fill the bin load capacity. When the MW algorithm is executed over this instance, the first generated bin
packs one small set, (C − 2) big sets entirely and another big set partially. The remaining items of the last packed big
set becomes a small set with p items. Notice that the MW algorithm generates N (C − 2)/(C − 1) bins by packing
big sets and one small set that is a residual part of a big set. After that, there remain 2N small sets that are packed in
2N/C additional bins. When N and C increase enough, the number of bins tends to N + N/C . An optimal packing
of this instance uses N bins. In this packing, each bin packs (C − 2) big sets and two small sets. 
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Notice that the MW algorithm is based in a heuristic that tries to pack C different sets in each bin. But the way the
algorithm works, it tends to pack small and large sets in different bins. A good heuristic is to pack large and small sets
together, in such a way that each generated bin has a good use of its load capacity, while trying to pack C different
sets in each bin. For that, we propose a new algorithm that we call Modified-Moving-Window (MW′).
Modified-Moving-Window (MW′): This algorithm is similar to the MW algorithm in such a way that it also
keeps a window of size C over a vector R = (R[1], R[2], . . . , R[Q]) that is maintained ordered in non-decreasing
order of the values R[i]. The algorithm also moves a window of size C until the total size of the sets in the window
contains B or more items. In the MW′ algorithm, the vector R is a circular list. At first, the window consists of the
sets R[1], . . . , R[C]. If the total size of these sets is greater than or equal to B, then the algorithm packs the sets
R[1], . . . , R[ j], where j ≤ C is the first index such that ∑ ji=1 R[i] ≥ B, with the last set R[ j] probably partially
packed. If the total size of these sets is smaller than B then instead of doing a move to the right, as in the original MW
algorithm, the algorithm performs a move to the left and considers the sets R[Q], R[1], . . . , R[C − 1]. The algorithm
performs moves to the left until the total size of the C sets are greater than or equal to B. In this case it packs the C
sets and restarts. If the algorithm performs C moves to the left, and then considers the largest C sets, and these sets
have total size less than B, then the algorithm generates a packing like the original MW algorithm, by packing entirely
C sets in each bin.
It is not hard to prove similar results to Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 to the MW′ algorithm. Using the same
arguments of Theorem 3.3 we can prove the following result.
Theorem 3.5. The MW′ algorithm has an asymptotic approximation factor of (1 + 1C ) for the CCBP problem when
all items have unit size.
Notice that this bound is tight since the algorithm MW′ generates the same solution generated by the algorithm
MW for the instance presented in Proposition 3.4. The advantage of the MW′ algorithm is to try to pack small sets
with large ones trying to guarantee a good filling of the bins, since it is trying to pack the maximum number of small
sets with large sets. To see this, consider for example an instance I that consists of 2n small sets, each one with one
item, n large sets with 5 items each and n medium sets with 2 items each. Suppose B = 7 and C = 3. The MW
algorithm first generates n bins by packing two medium sets and part of another large set. After that, it generates 2n/3
new bins to pack the small sets. The MW′ algorithm first generates n bins such that each one packs two small sets and
a large set. The remaining medium sets are packed in n/3 bins.
Shachnai and Tamir [23] proved that the FF algorithm when applied to this problem has an approximation factor
of 2. We can consider another simple approach to solve the problem using ideas similar to the ones used in algorithms
FFD and BFD (see Coffman et al. [2]), but as we will see this approach does not gives better results. Algorithm
BFFD: The algorithm first sorts the sets U1, . . . ,UQ in non-increasing order of their size and then applies the FF
algorithm in the list obtained concatenating these sets.
Theorem 3.6. The BFFD algorithm has an asymptotic approximation factor equal to 2 for the CCBP problem when
all items have unit size.
Proof. This result follows from the fact that the FF is a 2-approximation algorithm (see [23]). 
Since this algorithm does not try to optimize the class usage in the packing, it can generate poor quality packings.
In fact, we show in the next proposition that the bound of Theorem 3.6 is tight.
Proposition 3.7. The bound of Theorem 3.6 is tight.
Proof. Let I = (L , s, c,C, Q, B) be an instance to the CCBP problem where all items have unit size. Let the size of
the bins be B = C2. Suppose the input list of items consists of one big set with C3 items and C2 small sets with one
item each. The BFFD algorithm first packs the big set in C3/C2 bins and the small sets in C2/C bins giving a total
of 2C bins. An optimal solution uses C bins packing in each bin C2 − (C − 1) items of the big set and C − 1 small
sets. The remaining C(C − 1) items of the big set, and C small sets can be packed in 2 extra bins. 
Now we consider the case where items in each set may have different sizes. This case is also interesting for
applications of the data-placement problem to video-on-demand servers. Suppose that users have different network
access speeds. In this case, requests for load resources may have different sizes. This case can be mapped to the
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case in the CCBP problem where items have different sizes. Also notice that even if the items have different sizes,
in practical instances it is expected that the size of the item is not too large. So, suppose that the maximum size of
an item is an integer bounded by B/m for some m ≥ 1. Problems with this restriction are also called parametric
packing problems [16,3]. Given an integer m, we denote this version of the problem as Parametric Class Constrained
Bin Packing (CCBPm) problem.
Let I be an instance of the CCBPm problem where each item has size bounded by B/m. Assume that the input
instance I consists of sets U1, . . . ,UQ . We now present an algorithm to pack this instance. Although items may have
different sizes, suppose that each item with size s greater than 1 is broken into s unit size pieces. Now apply the MW
algorithm for this modified instance. Now consider this packing for the original items. For each full bin it may happen
that the last item packed is fractionally packed. For each bin where this happens, remove the item from the bin. Notice
that there are at most NF items removed from the generated packing. For these remaining items, generate new bins
packing at least min{m,C} items in each bin except perhaps in the last bin.
Theorem 3.8. There exists an algorithm for the CCBPm problem, for some m ≥ 1, with asymptotic approximation
factor equal to (1+ 1/min{m,C} + 1/C).
Proof. From Theorem 3.3, the packing generated when items are fractionally packed, uses at most (1+1/C)OPT(I )+
1 bins. Notice that the number of items fractionally packed in this packing is bounded by NF , since the first NF bins
are the only ones that are full. These NF extra items can be packed in at most dNF/min{m,C}e extra bins. 
4. The online CCBP problem
From now on, we assume that the size (load capacity) of the bin is B = 1, and each item e has size 0 < se ≤ 1.
In this section we consider the online class constrained bin packing problem. In this case each item in the list of
items L = (a1, . . . , an), is packed without knowledge of subsequent items in the list. In Section 4.1 we present lower
bounds for any bounded space algorithm, in Section 4.2 we present and analyze an algorithm based on the First-Fit
strategy and finally in Section 4.3 we present another online algorithm with a better competitive ratio.
4.1. Lower bounds for bounded space algorithms
In this section we present inapproximability results for the bounded space online CCBP problem. In this case, the
basic strategy is to compare the result obtained by any algorithm with the optimum offline packing.
Theorem 4.1. Let l be a constant, then the l-bounded space online CCBP problem does not admit an algorithm
with constant competitive ratio. Moreover the competitive ratio of any online algorithm is Ω(
√|L|), where |L| is the
number of items in an input instance.
Proof. Let A be an algorithm for the l-bounded space online CCBP problem. Consider an instance I , such that
|L| = n2l, Q = nl, and n is divisible by C . The list L have nl different classes and all items have size 1/Cn. Consider
that L = L1‖ . . . ‖Ln , where each L i = (a1, . . . , anl) is a sequence of nl items where each a j has class j .
Let ti be the time immediately after the algorithm has packed the list L i . At time t1 the algorithm A can have at
most l open bins. Since each item of the first sequence is of a different class, the algorithm uses at least nl/C bins to
pack L1, where at least nl/C − l of these bins are closed. When the packing of the list L2 starts, the algorithm has at
most l open bins that can pack at most lC items of the sequence L2. To pack this sequence, the algorithm uses at least
(ln − lC)/C new bins. This is also valid for the other sequences L3, . . . , Ln .
Therefore, to pack the list L , the algorithm A uses at least
n(nl/C)− (n − 1)l = n2l/C − (n − 1)l
bins.
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Since all items have size 1/Cn, an optimal offline solution can use at most ln/C bins, by packing Cn items in each
bin. Therefore, the competitive ratio must be at least
lim
n→∞
n2l/C − (n − 1)l
nl/C
= n − C,
which is Ω(
√|L|). Notice that this holds for any C . 
In Theorem 4.1 items may have arbitrary small sizes. If all items have size at least ε, for some constant ε, we may
also obtain an inapproximability result using similar arguments. Notice that in this case, any simple algorithm has a
competitive ratio of 1/ε.
Theorem 4.2. Let l and ε < 1/C be constants, then any algorithm for the l-bounded space online CCBP problem
has competitive ratio Ω(1/(C)).
Proof. Suppose that 1/ε divides n and we have the same instance presented in Theorem 4.1, modified such that all
items have size equal to ε. In this case any algorithm uses at least n2l/C − (n − 1)l bins. An optimal offline solution
packs items of a given class in nε bins. To pack L an optimal offline algorithm uses at most n2lε bins.
Therefore, the competitive ratio is at least
lim
n→∞
n2l/C
n2lε
− nl − l
n2lε
= 1
Cε
. 
Given these negative results, for the remainder of this section we only consider the unbounded space online CCBP
problem.
4.2. The first-fit algorithm
Given an online algorithm A for the bin-packing problem, we can obtain an online algorithm A∗ for the online
CCBP problem in a straightforward manner. To pack the next item e, the algorithm A∗ works as follows: Let ce be
the class of the item e, B be the list of bins in the order they were opened. Let Be be the list of bins of B, in the same
order of B, where each bin has at least one item of class ce or has items of at most C − 1 different classes. The item e
is packed with algorithm A into the bins of Be.
One of the most famous algorithms for the bin-packing problem is the First-Fit (FF) algorithm. This algorithm
packs the next item into the first bin, in the order they were opened, that has sufficient space for the item.
In this section we show that the competitive ratio of the algorithm FF∗ is in [2.7, 3]. We note that the upper bound
was previously shown by Dawande et al. [4]. Notice that the algorithm FF∗ is online, since it only looks for the item
it is packing and it is unbounded since it keeps all bins opened. In fact it closes a bin only if the bin is full. This
algorithm is used in subsequent sections.
Now we show that the algorithm FF∗ cannot have a competitive ratio better than 2.7. We first give an intuitive
lower bound of 2.666 and then we present the lower bound of 2.7.
Theorem 4.3. There is an instance In with n items, n ≥ 1, for the online CCBP problem such that FF∗(In)/OPT(In)
→ 2.666 as n→∞.
Proof. Let I be an instance with an input list of items L = La‖Lb‖Lc‖Ld . Let C be the maximum number of classes
allowable in each bin. The list La = (a1, . . . , a(C−1)6N ) is such that each item ai has class i , i = 1, . . . , (C − 1)6N
and each item has size α, which is a very small value. This list is followed by a list Lb = (b1, . . . , b6N ), where each
item bi has class r = 6N (C − 1)+ 1, and size 1/7+ ε. In the list Lc = (c1, . . . , c6N ) each item ci has size 1/3+ ε
and class r . Finally, in the list Ld = (d1, . . . , d6N ) each item di has size 1/2+ ε and class r .
Notice that α must satisfy
α ≤ 1− 126
42(C − 1) .
The FF∗ algorithm packs the list La in 6N (C−1)C bins, the list Lb in N bins, the list Lc in 3N bins and the list Ld in
6N bins.
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An optimal (offline) solution uses at most 6N bins. This packing is obtained by packing one item of Ld , one item
of Lc, one item of Lb and C − 1 items of the list La in only one bin.
This gives a lower bound of
lim
N ,C→∞
(C−1)6N
C + 10N
6N
= 2.666. 
The previous lower bound can be improved using an intricate instance presented by Johnson et al. [11] that provides
a lower bound of 1.7 for the FF algorithm in the bin packing problem.
Theorem 4.4. The competitive ratio of the algorithm FF∗ is at least 2.7.
Proof. Let I be an instance such that each bin can pack at most C different classes. The input list L is the
concatenation of four lists: L = La‖Lb‖Lc‖Ld . In the list La = (a1, . . . , a5N (C−1)), each item ai has class i ,
for i = 1, . . . , 5N (C − 1), and size α, which is a very small value. The list La is followed by an instance similar to
the one presented by Johnson et al. [11] that provides a lower bound of 1.7 for the FF algorithm in the bin packing
problem. In the list Lb = (b1, . . . , b5N ) each item bi has size 1/7+ yi , where yi ∈ R, for i = 1, . . . , 5N . In the list
Lc = (c1, . . . , c5N ) each item ci has size 1/3+wi , where wi ∈ R, for i = 1, . . . , 5N . In the list Ld = (d1, . . . , d5N )
each item di has size 1/2+ ε. All items in the lists Lb, Lc and Ld have class 5N (C − 1)+ 1.
Notice that α must satisfy
α ≤ 1− 42(ymax + wmax + )
42(C − 1) ,
where ymax (resp. wmax) is the maximum value among all yi (resp. wi ), i = 1, . . . , 5N .
The FF∗ algorithm packs the list La in 5N (C−1)C bins, the list Lb in N bins, the list Lc in 2.5N bins and the list Ld
in 5N bins.
That is,
FF∗(I ) ≥ 5N (C − 1)
C
+ N + 2.5N + 5N .
An optimal solution uses 5N + 2 bins (see [11]), by packing one item of each list Lb, Lc and Ld and C − 1 items
of the list La .
Therefore, the competitive ratio of the algorithm FF∗ is at least
lim
N ,C→∞
5N (C − 1)/C + 8.5N
5N + 2 = 2.7. 
4.3. A 2.75-competitive algorithm
In this section we present an algorithm, denoted byAC (Fig. 2), with competitive ratio in the interval (2.666, 2.75]
To prove the competitive ratio of the algorithmAC , we use the following lemma (The proof can be found in [16].).
Lemma 4.5. Suppose X, Y, x, y are real numbers such that x > 0 and 0 < X < Y < 1. Then
x + y
max{x, X x + Y y} ≤ 1+
1− X
Y
.
We also use the following result that is a straightforward extension of some results in [4].
Lemma 4.6. Let I be an instance of the online CCBP problem such that every item has size at most ε. Let P be the
set of bins generated by the algorithm FF∗, applied over the instance I , that are filled by less than 1 − ε. Then: (i)
Each bin in P , which is not the last generated bin, is colored. (ii) There are no items of a same color in two different
bins of P .
Theorem 4.7. Algorithm AC has a competitive ratio of 2.75.
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ALGORITHM AC (L , s, c,C, Q)
1. Let Pi ← ∅, for i = 1, 2, 3.
2. For each e ∈ L do
3. if s(e) ∈ ( 12 , 1] then k ← 1.
4. if s(e) ∈ ( 13 , 12 ] then k ← 2.
5. if s(e) ∈ (0, 13 ] then k ← 3.
6. Let P ′k be the sublist of bins in Pk having items of class c(e) or
with at most C − 1 classes, preserving the order of the bins in Pk .
7. If possible pack the item e into the bins P ′k using the algorithm FF∗.
Otherwise, pack e into a new empty bin in Pk .
8. Return P1‖P2‖P3.
Fig. 2. AlgorithmAC .
Proof. Let L i be the list of items packed in Pi , for i = 1, 2, 3.
Note that all bins of P1 have exactly one item with size greater than 12 . In fact we cannot pack more than one item
of L1 per bin. Therefore,
|P1| ≤ OPT(I ) (1)
1
2
|P1| ≤ s(L1). (2)
The packing P2 has exactly two items per bin, except perhaps the last, each item with size at least 13 . Therefore,
(|P2| − 1)23 ≤ s(L2). (3)
Let P ′3 be the set of bins in P3 that are filled by at least 23 and P ′′3 the remaining bins (i.e., P ′′3 = P3 \ P ′3). The
following is valid
(|P ′3|)
2
3
≤ s(L ′3) (4)
where L ′3 is the set of items packed in P ′3. Let NA = |P1| and NB = |P2| + |P ′3| − 1. Since OPT(I ) ≥ s(I ) ≥
s(L1)+ s(L2‖L ′3) from inequalities (2)–(4) we have
OPT(I ) ≥ s(I ) ≥ s(L1)+ s(L2‖L ′3)
≥ 1
2
NA + 23NB . (5)
From inequalities (1) and (5) we have
OPT(I ) ≥ max
{
NA,
1
2
NA + 23NB
}
. (6)
From Lemma 4.5 we have that
|P1| + |P2| + |P ′3| ≤
NA + NB
max{NA, 12NA + 23NB}
OPT(I )+ 1 (7)
≤ 1.75OPT(I )+ 1. (8)
Now, consider the packing P ′′3 . From Lemma 4.6, we have
|P ′′3 | − 1 ≤
Q
C
≤ OPT(I ). (9)
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The proof can be completed summing the inequalities (8) and (9).
AC (I ) = |P1| + |P2| + |P ′3| + |P ′′3 |
≤ 1.75OPT(I )+ OPT(I )+ 2 = 2.75OPT(I )+ 2. 
Notice that the same instance used to prove a lower bound for the algorithm FF∗ in Theorem 4.3 can be used to
prove a lower bound for the AC algorithm.
Theorem 4.8. There is an instance I for the online CCBP problem such that
AC (I )/OPT(I ) ≥ 2.666.
5. An APTAS for bounded number of classes
In this section we present an APTAS for the offline VCCBP problem. The input instance for this problem is a tuple
I = (L , s, c, w,C, Q, B) where w : {1, . . . , T } → R+ is a function of bins size. The problem is to find a packing of
all items minimizing the total size of used bins. In this section we assume that the maximum size of a bin is B = 1
and that the number of different classes Q in the input instance is bounded by a constant.
In Section 5.1 we present the algorithm of Dawande, Kalagnanam and Sethuraman [5,4] and show in what points
their algorithm failed to be an APTAS. In Section 5.2 we present an APTAS for the VCCBP problem. Given an ε,
we will show an algorithm A that runs in polynomial time and produces a packing for a given instance such that
A(I ) ≤ (1− O(ε))OPT+ β, where β is a constant.
As was noticed by Dawande et al. [5,4], we only use bins of size at least ε, since this condition does not affect too
much the cost of the solution, i.e., the algorithm remains an APTAS.
5.1. The algorithm of Dawande, Kalagnanam and Sethuraman
In this section we give a brief description of the algorithm of Dawande et al. [5,4] and present the points where
their algorithm fails. The algorithm uses a shifting technique presented by Fernandez de la Vega and Lueker [6].
Let I = (L , s, c, w,C, Q, 1) be an instance for the VCCBP problem and let Lb be the items in L with size at least
ε2 (big items) and let Ls be the remaining items in L (small items).
Let n = |Lb|. The algorithm sorts the list Lb in non-increasing order of size and partitions this list into groups
(lists) L1, . . . , LM , each one with dnε2e items except perhaps the last list that can have less than dnε2e items. Call
the first item in each group as the group-leader. Let L ′i be the list having |L ′i | = |L i | items, where each item has size
equal to the size of the group-leader of L i . Let L ′ = L ′1‖ . . . ‖L ′M .
For the list L ′ it is possible to generate all configurations of bins in constant time since the number of different
items size is bounded by a constant M , the number of different items color is also bounded by a constant Q and the
maximum number of items that can be packed in a bin is 1/ε2. Let t = MQ. Given an item size and an item color,
denote by di the number of items of this type i ∈ [t].
Let N be the total number of bin configurations. Let x j be a variable that represents the number of times a
configuration j ∈ [N ] is used in a solution, ai j be the coefficient that represents the number of times an item type
i ∈ [t] is used in configuration j and w j the size of the bin used in configuration j . The next step of the algorithm is
to solve the following linear program:
min
N∑
j=1
w j x j
N∑
j=1
ai j x j ≥ di ∀ i ∈ [t] (1)
x j ≥ 0 ∀ j ∈ [N ]. (2)
(LP)
The algorithm solves this linear program and generates an integer solution by rounding up the variables x . The
solution is a packing for the list L ′ that is used to generate a packing for the list Lb.
The next step of the algorithm is to pack the small items in the solution provided by the linear program. To do this,
it uses the FF∗ algorithm.
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Dawande et al. [5,4] claimed that this algorithm is an APTAS for the VCCBP problem.
The list Lb was partitioned into lists L1‖ . . . ‖LM . Let L ′′i be a list having |L ′′i | = |L i | items, where each item has
size equal to the group-leader of the list L i+1, for i = 1, . . . ,M−1, and L ′′M be an empty list. Let L ′′ = L ′′1‖ . . . ‖L ′′M .
Clearly OPT(L ′′) ≤ OPT(Lb).
Dawande et al. claimed that the following relation is valid
OPT (L ′) ≤ OPT (L ′′)+ dnε2e ≤ OPT (Lb)+ dnε2e,
given the argument that L ′ and L ′′ differ only in their first and last groups. This way, given a packing for the list L ′′ it
is easy to construct a packing for the list L ′2‖ . . . ‖L ′M . Since |L ′i | = |L ′′i−1|, for i = 2, . . . ,M , and their items size are
the same, this seems to be true, but notice that the color of items of L ′i and L ′′i−1 may be different. Then, it is not clear
how to construct a packing for L ′2‖ . . . ‖L ′M given a packing for L ′′.
Let B be the number of bins used by their algorithm. After packing the small items using the first-fit strategy, they
claimed that at least B−d QC e bins have residual size (load capacity) at most ε. This is also not true. Suppose all small
items have different colors from the big items. It is easy to construct examples where optimal packings for the big
items given by the linear program have all bins with C different colors and the residual space is larger than a given
ε. This way no small item will be packed in the bins given as a solution of the linear program, and then all these bins
will have residual size greater than .
5.2. An APTAS for the VCCBP problem
In this section we present an APTAS for the VCCBP problem. In the next subsection we show how to pack big
items doing a linear rounding for each different color. The algorithm to pack the big items generates a polynomial
number of packings for them, and also provides information of how to pack small items. In the following subsection,
we present an algorithm to pack the small items that is based in the solution of a linear program. The algorithm
generates a polynomial number of packings such that at least one is very close to the optimal.
5.2.1. Packing big items with linear rounding
Let Lb be the items in L with size at least ε2 (big items) and let Ls be the remaining items in L (small items). In
this section we show how to do the linear rounding for the big items and generate a packing for them.
The algorithm that packs the list Lb, denoted by ALR, uses a shifting technique, presented by Fernandez de la Vega
and Lueker [6], and considers only items with size at least ε2. The algorithm ALR returns a pair (PB,P), where PB is
a packing for a list of very big items and P is a set of packings for the remaining items of Lb.
For the use of the linear rounding technique, we use the following notation: Given two lists of items X and Y ,
let X1, . . . , XQ and Y1, . . . , YQ be the partition of X and Y respectively in colors, where Xc and Yc have only items
of color c for each c ∈ [Q]. We write X  Y if there is an injection fc : Xc → Yc for each c ∈ [Q] such that
s(e) ≤ s( f (e)) for all e ∈ Xc.
For any instance X , denote by X the instance with precisely |X | items with size equal to the size of the smallest
item in X . Clearly, X  X .
The algorithm also uses the variant of the First-Fit (FF∗) that we presented in Section 4.2.
The algorithm ALR is presented in Fig. 3. It proceeds as follows: Let L1, . . . , LQ be the partition of the input list Lb
into colors 1, . . . , Q and let nc = |Lc| for each color c. The algorithm ALR sorts each list Lc in non-increasing order of
items size and then partitions the list Lc into at most M = d1/ε3e groups L1c, L2c, . . . , LMc , where Lc = L1c‖ . . . ‖LMc .
Each group has bncε3c items except perhaps the last list (with the smallest items) that can have less than bncε3c items.
Let LB = ∪Qc=1L1c . The algorithm generates a packing PB of LB with cost at most O(ε)OPT(I ) and a set P with
a polynomial number of packings for the items in Lb \ LB . The packing PB is generated by the algorithm FF∗ with
bins of size 1. The following is valid for the packing PB of the list LB .
Lemma 5.1. w(PB) ≤ QεOPT(I ).
Proof. Notice that the algorithm FF∗ packs at least one item per bin and since |LB | ≤ Qnε3 and each item has size
at least ε2, we have |LB | ≤ QεOPT(I ). 
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The algorithm generates a set of packings Q, of polynomial size, for the list (L11‖ . . . ‖LM−11
‖ . . . ‖L1Q‖ . . . ‖LM−1Q ). This can be done in polynomial time as the next lemma guarantees.
Lemma 5.2. Given an instance I = (Lb, s, c, w,C, Q, 1), where the number of distinct items sizes of each color is at
most a constant M, the number of different colors is bounded by a constant Q and each item e ∈ Lb has size se ≥ ε2,
then there exists a polynomial time algorithm that generates all possible packings of Lb. Moreover, each bin of each
generated packing has an indication of the possible colors that may be used by further small items.
Proof. The number of items in a bin is bounded by y = 1/ε2. The number of distinct type of items is bounded by
MQ. The number of different configurations of bins is bounded by r ′ = (y+MQ+1y ). If we want to indicate the colors
of small items that should be packed in each configuration, the number of different configurations will be r = r ′2Q ,
which is a constant. Notice that we only generate configurations that satisfy the color constraints.
For each given configuration, we pack it with the smallest bin that has enough space to pack the configuration. The
number of all feasible packings is bounded by
(n+r
n
)
, which is bounded by (n + r)r , which in turn is polynomial in
n. 
Since L ic  L i+1c , i = 1, . . . ,M − 1 for each color c, it is easy to construct a packing for the list
L21‖ . . . ‖LM1 ‖ . . . ‖L2Q‖ . . . ‖LMQ , given a packing for the list (L11‖ . . . ‖LM−11 ‖ . . . ‖L1Q‖ . . . ‖LM−1Q ).
ALGORITHM ALR(Lb)
Input: List Lb with n items, each item e ∈ Lb with size se ≥ ε2.
Output: A pair (PB ,P), where PB is a packing and P is a set of packings, where PB ∪ P ′ is a packing of Lb for each
P ′ ∈ P.
1. Partition Lb into lists Lc for each color c = 1, . . . , Q and let nc = |Lc|.
2. Sort each list Lc in non-increasing order of items size.
3. Partition each list Lc into M ≤ d1/ε3e groups L1c , L2c , . . . , LMc , such that
L ic  L i+1c , i = 1, . . . ,M − 1
where |L ic| = qc = bncε3c for all i = 1, . . . ,M − 1,
and |LMc | ≤ qc.
4. Let LB = ∪Qc=1L1c .
5. Let PB be a packing of LB obtained by the algorithm FF∗ with bins of size 1.
6. Let Q be the set of all possible packings over the list (L11‖ . . . ‖LM−11 ‖ . . . ‖L1Q‖ . . . ‖LM−1Q ), according to
Lemma 5.2.
7. Let P be the set of packings for the items in (L21‖ . . . ‖LM1 ‖ . . . ‖L2Q‖ . . . ‖LMQ ), using the packingsQ ∈ Q.
8. Return (PB ,P).
Fig. 3. Algorithm to obtain packings for items with size at least ε2.
5.2.2. Packing the small items
Observe that algorithm ALR generates a packing for very big items that costs at most QεOPT(I ), and a set P of
packings for the remaining big items. For a given packing P ∈ P, the algorithm marked colors of small items that
should be packed in each bin of P .
Let P = {B1, . . . , Bk} be a packing of the list of items Lb and suppose we have to pack a list Ls of small items,
with size at most ε2, into P . The packing of the small items is obtained from a solution of a linear program. Let
Ni ⊆ [Q] be the set of possible colors that may be used to pack the small items in the bin Bi of the packing P . For
each color c ∈ Ni , define a non-negative variable x ic. The variable x ic indicates the total size of small items of color c
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to be packed in the bin Bi . Denote by s(Bi ) the total size of items already packed in the bin Bi and by w(Bi ) the size
of bin Bi . Consider the following linear program denoted by LPS:
max
k∑
i=1
∑
c∈Ni
x ic
s(Bi )+
∑
c∈Ni
x ic ≤ w(Bi ) ∀ i ∈ [k] (1)
k∑
i=1
x ic ≤ s(Sc) ∀ c ∈ [C], (2)
(LPS)
where Sc is the set of small items of color c in S.
The constraint (1) guarantees that the total size of items packed in each bin does not exceed the bins size and
constraint (2) guarantees that the sum of the values of variables x ic is not greater than the total size of small items.
Given a packing P , and a list Ls of small items, the algorithm first solves the linear program LPS, and then packs
small items in the following way: For each variable x ic it packs, while possible, the small items of color c into the bin
Bi , so that the total size of the packed small items is at most x ic. The possible remaining small items are packed using
the algorithm FF∗ into new bins of size 1. The algorithm to pack small items has polynomial time, since the linear
program LPS can be solved in polynomial time.
The total size of small items that have to be packed in extra bins is at most(
s(Ls)−
k∑
i=1
∑
c∈Ni
x ic
)
+ |P|ε2Q
and then, these small items use at most⌈
(s(Ls)−∑ki=1∑c∈Ni x ic)
(1− ε2) +
|P|ε2Q
(1− ε2)
⌉
+ dQ/Ce
new bins, since each bin is filled by at least (1− ε2) except perhaps by at most dQ/Ce bins.
The algorithm packs the small items in each packing P ∈ P. In the end, the algorithm generates another set of
packings P′ for all items. At least one of the generated packings has cost at most (1 + O(ε))OPT(I ) + β, for a
constant β. The algorithm returns the packing with smallest cost.
Now we prove that the presented algorithm is an APTAS for the VCCBP.
Theorem 5.3. Let I = (L , s, c, w,C, Q, 1), be an instance for the VCCBP problem. The packing P returned by the
algorithm satisfies w(P) ≤ (1+ O(ε))OPT(I )+ β, where β = dQ/Ce + 1 is a constant.
Proof. Let O be an optimal packing for the instance I . Let O ′ be the packing O without the small items and with the
big items rounded according to the linear rounding of algorithm ALR. Assume that each bin of O ′ has an indication
of the colors of small items used in the corresponding bin of O . Clearly there exists a packing O ′′ ∈ Q with the same
configurations of the bins of O ′ except that it can use smaller bins than the ones used in O ′.
When the algorithm generates a packing P for the list L21‖ . . . ‖LM1 ‖ . . . ‖L2Q‖ . . . ‖LMQ using the packing O ′′ with
items (L11‖ . . . ‖LM−11 ‖ . . . ‖L1Q‖ . . . ‖LM−1Q ), it is true that w(P) = w(O ′′) ≤ w(O).
Let P = {B1, . . . , Bk}. Notice that we must have
w(O) ≥ w(P)+
(
s(Ls)−
k∑
i=1
∑
c∈Ni
x ic
)
.
The total size of small items that are packed into new bins is at most(
s(Ls)−
k∑
i=1
∑
c∈Ni
x ic
)
+ |P|ε2Q.
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The algorithm packs small items in bins of size 1 obtaining a new packing P ′. The total cost of the packing P ′ is
w(P ′) ≤ w(P)+
⌈
(s(Ls)−∑ki=1∑c∈Ni x ic)
(1− ε2) +
|P|ε2Q
(1− ε2)
⌉
+ dQ/Ce (10)
≤ w(O)
(1− ε2) +
|P|ε2Q
(1− ε2) + dQ/Ce + 1 (11)
≤ w(O)
(1− ε2) +
εQw(O)
(1− ε2) + dQ/Ce + 1. (12)
The last inequality follows from the fact that |P| ≤ |O| and the smallest size of a bin is ε. Using this result, Lemma 5.1
and the fact that Q is bounded by a constant we conclude the proof. 
6. Experimental results of the practical algorithms
In this section we provide experimental results for the algorithms MW, MW′ and BFFD presented in Section 3.
As we mentioned, these algorithms were developed motivated by the data placement problem in video servers. This
problem is a special case of the CCBP problem. All these algorithms were implemented in C and we made a series of
practical tests with them.
The instance set is constructed in some way to represent the real problem. A movie in MPEG format uses about
2 GB of space, and requires a transference rate of 3 Mbits/s (384 KB/s) [1]. Suppose that the server uses disks of
100 GB of storage capacity with transference rate of 60 MB/s. In this case, each disk can have storage capacity
C = 50 and load capacity B = 160. We call single-disk server, the systems that are constructed in such a way that a
entire copy of a movie is done in one disk. But most video servers uses striped-disks [1]. In this case, a video is broken
into several pieces and each one of these pieces is stored in a different disk. This is done to increase the number of
requests that can be attended by the system and to balance the load capacity of the disks. Suppose for example that
each disk has a transference rate of 60 MB/s and storage capacity of 100 GB. Theoretically a disk can support 160
users simultaneously. If we strip the movie along 3 disks, and assume that users requests over the time are distributed
uniformly among the three parts of the movie, then the striped-disk can support 480 simultaneous users requests to
this movie. For our purposes, we can view each striped-disk as one disk with storage capacity equal to 300 GB and
load capacity equal to 480. In practice it is better to use striped-disks to balance requests. Consider for example, a
single-disk server where a copy of a movie A is in disk 1 and a copy of a movie B is in another disk 2, and there
are 320 requests for the movie A and none to the movie B. The system becomes unable to attend 160 requests to the
movie A. In a striped-disk system, where the first half part of movie A is stored in disk 1 while the last half part is
stored in disk 2, it can attend more users if their requests are distributed along the movie in such a way that requests
are divided through the two disks.
We have generated classes of instances represented by a tuple (Q, N , T ). The value Q corresponds to the number
of different movies (different classes) and we consider that Q ∈ {250, 500, 1000}. The value N is the number of
requests (number of items) and we assume that N ∈ {5000, 10 000, 20 000}. Finally the value T corresponds to the
system type, where T is equal to SC for single-disk system or ST for striped-disk system. In the single-disk system,
we have C = 50 and B = 160, and in the striped-disk system, we have C = 150 and B = 480.
The requests for movies are generated using the Zipf distribution [14]. This distribution was used previously to
generate data for video-on-demand systems [1]. This distribution has the property that the generated data have locality
properties. In movies servers it is expected that recent movies are the most requested ones. It is expected that most of
the requests goes to a small subset of the movies in the server. The Zipf distribution has this property. Let δ be a small
positive number. The probability that the n-th movie among Q movies will be requested is pn given as
pn = c
n(1+δ)
where
c = 1∑Q
i=1(1/ i (1+δ))
.
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Table 1
Performance of the algorithms for Single-Disk
Single-Disk 250 Movies 5000 Requests 500 Movies 5000 Requests 1000 Movies 5000 Requests
Delta Algorithm Result Lower Bound Algorithm Result Lower Bound Algorithm Result Lower Bound
BFFD 32 BFFD 34 BFFD 42
δ = 0.0 MW 32 32 MW 32 32 MW 33 33
MW′ 32 MW′ 32 MW′ 33
BFFD 34 BFFD 39 BFFD 48
δ = 0.5 MW 32 32 MW 33 33 MW 36 36
MW′ 32 MW′ 33 MW′ 36
BFFD 35.8 BFFD 40.6 BFFD 50
δ = 1.0 MW 33 33 MW 34 34 MW 37.2 37.2
MW′ 33 MW′ 34 MW′ 37.2
Single-Disk 250 Movies 20000 Requests 500 Movies 20000 Requests 1000 Movies 20000 Requests
Delta Algorithm Result Lower Bound Algorithm Result Lower Bound Algorithm Result Lower Bound
BFFD 125 BFFD 125 BFFD 127
δ = 0.0 MW 125 125 MW 125 125 MW 126 126
MW′ 125 MW′ 125 MW′ 126
BFFD 126 BFFD 129.4 BFFD 138
δ = 0.5 MW 126 126 MW 126 126 MW 128 128
MW′ 126 MW′ 126 MW′ 128
BFFD 128 BFFD 133 BFFD 143
δ = 1.0 MW 126 126 MW 128 128 MW 131 131
MW′ 126 MW′ 128 MW′ 131
As δ increases, the distribution becomes more localized and as δ decreases the distribution becomes more
uniformly. Considering Q = 1000, if δ = 0.0, then 80% of the requests are to approximately 20% of the movies.
If δ = 1.0, then 80% of the requests are to approximately 0.3% of the movies. When δ = −1.0 we get the uniform
distribution where each movie have the same probability 1/Q to be requested.
We present some experimental results in Tables 1 and 2. All results were obtained in a few seconds. In the tests
of these tables, we generate data using δ ∈ {0.0, 0.5, 1.0}, N ∈ {5000, 20000} and Q ∈ {250, 500, 1000}. The lower
bound is given by max{dQ/Ce, dN/Be}. In Table 1 we consider the single-disk system, and in Table 2 we consider
the striped-disk system. We also performed tests with N = 10000 but we do not present the results here since we get
similar results to the tests with N = 5000 and N = 10000. We observed that the BFFD algorithm generates good
results and it becomes better for the striped-disk system. But in comparison with the MW and MW′ algorithms it
performs worst, since these algorithms generated optimal solutions for all tests. The MW and MW′ show to be very
effective algorithms to be used in practical instances to construct video-on-demand servers.
In Figs. 4–8 we present graphics of the results of the algorithms varying the disk storage capacity. The results are
given in the y-axis and the storage capacity of the bin is given in the x-axis. In all these tests we assume the load
capacity B = 160, the number of different movies Q = 250 and the number of requests equal to 5000. In Fig. 4 (resp.
5, 6, 7, and 8) we use δ equal to 1.0 (resp. 0.5, 0.0, −0.5 and −1). In the graphics the MW′ algorithm is denoted by
MW2. The lower bound is given by max{dQ/Ce, dN/Be}. Notice that the problem becomes easier as the distribution
of requests becomes uniform, i.e., the value of δ decreases. When δ = −1.0 all algorithms generated solutions almost
equal to the lower bound. Another point is that the problem is harder when the storage capacity is small, as one could
expect. When the storage capacity becomes equal to approximately 10 the algorithms MW andMW′ produces optimal
solutions. When we considered storage capacity greater than 100, the algorithm BFFD generated optimal solutions
(for δ equal to 1 and 0.5). The MW′ algorithm generated better solutions than the MW algorithm in several instances
for δ equal to 1.0, 0.5, 0.0 and −0.5. Generally the solutions generated by the algorithm MW′ uses 2 or 1 fewer disks
than MW. Most of these better solutions were obtained with storage capacities between 2 and 8. It is also interesting
to notice that the MW algorithm generated a better solution than the MW′ algorithm in one test, the one with δ = −1
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Table 2
Performance of the algorithms for Striped-Disk
Striped-Disk 250 Movies 5000 Requests 500 Movies 5000 Requests 1000 Movies 5000 Requests
Delta Algorithm Result Lower Bound Algorithm Result Lower Bound Algorithm Result Lower Bound
BFFD 11 BFFD 12 BFFD 14
δ = 0.0 MW 11 11 MW 11 11 MW 11 11
MW′ 11 MW′ 11 MW′ 11
BFFD 12 BFFD 13 BFFD 16
δ = 0.5 MW 11 11 MW 11 11 MW 12 12
MW′ 11 MW′ 11 MW′ 12
BFFD 12 BFFD 14 BFFD 17
δ = 1.0 MW 11 11 MW 12 12 MW 13 13
MW′ 11 MW′ 12 MW′ 13
Striped-Disk 250 Movies 20000 Requests 500 Movies 20000 Requests 1000 Movies 20000 Requests
Delta Algorithm Result Lower Bound Algorithm Result Lower Bound Algorithm Result Lower Bound
BFFD 42 BFFD 42 BFFD 43
δ = 0.0 MW 42 42 MW 42 42 MW 42 42
MW′ 42 MW′ 42 MW′ 42
BFFD 42 BFFD 43 BFFD 46
δ = 0.5 MW 42 42 MW 42 42 MW 43 43
MW′ 42 MW′ 42 MW′ 43
BFFD 43 BFFD 45 BFFD 48
δ = 1.0 MW 42 42 MW 43 43 MW 44 44
MW′ 42 MW′ 43 MW′ 44
Fig. 4. Results with δ = 1.
and storage capacity equal to 8. In this case the solution found by the MW′ algorithm uses 34 disks while the solution
generated by the MW algorithm uses 33 disks.
7. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we present approximation algorithms for the online and offline class-constrained bin packing problem.
The problem is motivated by applications in the data-placement problem to video-on-demand servers and applications
in the cutting and packing area. For the online problem we provide lower bounds for any bounded space algorithm and
we also present an algorithm for the unbounded version with approximation factor 2.75. For the offline problem we
present practical approximation algorithms for two special cases of the problem, with conditions already considered in
the literature: when all items have the same size and the parameterized version of the problem.We also perform several
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Fig. 5. Results with δ = 0.5.
Fig. 6. Results with δ = 0.
Fig. 7. Results with δ = −0.5.
tests with these practical algorithms. For the instances we considered representing practical ones, the algorithms MW
and MW′ obtained optimal solutions. Finally we present an APTAS for the special case where the number of different
classes of the input instance is bounded by a constant.
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Fig. 8. Results with δ = −1.
Appendix. Table of Notations
Symbol Meaning
I Instance of the problem.
L List of items.
se Size of an item e.
ce Class of an item e.
C Maximum number of classes that a bin can have / Storage capacity.
Q Number of different classes in the input instance.
B Size of the bin / Load capacity.
P Packing of the items in bins.
|P| Number of bins used in packing P .
w Function that gives the size of bins in the variable bins size problem.
OPT(I ) Number of bins used by an optimal solution for an instance I .
[M] For a positive integer M , corresponds to the set {1, . . . ,M}.
La ||Lb The concatenation of two lists La and Lb of items.
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